SWING SET EXTENSION
Ages 3 - 6 years
Please save sales receipt for proof of purchase
ADULT ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Two adults are recommended for assembly
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
(See, Table E: To assemble eye bolt into hole: Tie a 12" (30 cm) piece of string (not included) to the end of eye bolt (E) as shown. Tie the other end of the string to a person (not included). Pull the person through washer (G), through the hole, and out the other side. Pull the eye bolt through the hole using the string. Untie string and washers before putting assembly tightens all hardware securely.)
WARNING:
- Prior to assembly, this package contains small parts: hardware nuts, bolts, washers, keys, and small screws. Keep away from children until assembled.
- Keep these instructions for future reference.
- This swing set extension is intended to be attached to a Little Tikes product numbers 623, 4128, 4175 and 6155 and should not be attached to any other structure. Installing the swing seat extension requires the use of four (4) washers (included). Do not use without washers. All hardware devices must be placed below the playing surface to prevent苍pping or injury resulting from a fall.